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ABSTRACT
Search engines are the primary gateways of information. Yet, they
do not take into account the credibility of search results. There is a
growing concern that YouTube has been promoting and recommend-
ing misinformative content for certain search topics. In this study,
we audit YouTube to verify those claims. Our audit experiments
investigate whether personalization (based on age, gender, geoloca-
tion, or watch history) contributes to amplifying misinformation.
After shortlisting five popular topics known to contain misinforma-
tive content and compiling associated search queries, we conduct
two sets of audits—Search- and Watch-misinformative audits. We
find that demographics, such as, gender, age, and geolocation do not
have a significant effect on amplifying misinformation in returned
search results for users with brand new accounts. On the other
hand, once a user develops a watch history, these attributes do
affect the extent of misinformation recommended to them. Further
analyses reveal a filter bubble effect in recommendations for all
topics, except vaccine controversies; for these topics, watching videos
that promote misinformation leads to more misinformative video
recommendations. In conclusion, YouTube still has a long way to
go to mitigate misinformation on its platform.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Search engines are an indispensable part of our lives. Despite
their importance in selecting, ranking, and recommending what
information is consideredmost relevant for us, there is no guarantee
that the information is credible. Numerous scholars have emphasized
the need for systematic statistical investigations, or audits of search
systems so as to uncover societally problematic behavior [13].
For example, multiple studies have audited search engines for
the presence of partisan bias [9, 12] and gender bias [3, 6]. Yet,
none have empirically audited them for misinformation. Moreover,
investigation of video search engines, like YouTube is rare (work by
Jiang et al. is one exception [10]), despite popular prediction that by
2022, 82% of internet traffic will come from videos [4]. YouTube has
also faced years of criticism for surfacing misinformative content
[2, 7, 15]. Critics have gone as far as calling YouTube a conspiracy
ecosystem [1]. Despite such criticisms, there has been little effort
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towards quantifying the extent of misinformation in video search
platforms, or investigating user attributes that might have an effect.

Our work is guided by the following main research question:
What is the effect of personalization (based on age, gender, geoloca-
tion, or watch history) on the amount of misinformation presented
to users on YouTube in its three major components: search results,
Up-Next, and Top 5 video recommendations?We study the conspiracy
facet ofmisinformation and perform our audits on trendingmisinfor-
mative topics that are widely known to be false. In particular, we
examine five misinformative topics namely, 9/11 conspiracy theories,
chemtrail conspiracy theory, flat earth, moon landing conspiracy
theories and vaccine controversies. We conduct two sets of audit
experiments—Search andWatch audits to examine YouTube’s search
and recommendation algorithms, respectively. While Search audits
are conducted using brand newuser accounts,Watch audits examine
user accounts that have built watch history by systematically watch-
ing either all promoting, neutral, or debunking videos of potentially
misinformative topics. We create over 150 Google accounts to audit
YouTube. Our experiments collect 56,475 YouTube videos, spread
across five misinformative topics and three YouTube components.

Guided by our main research question, we formulate following
sub-questions to investigate the effects of each of the personalization
attributes and in the process shed light on the phenomenon of
algorithmically surfaced misinformation on YouTube.
RQ1 [Search&Watch Experiments]:What is the effect of demographics
(age, gender) and geolocation on the amount of misinformation
returned in various YouTube components?

RQ1a [Search Experiments]: How are search results affected
for brand new accounts?
RQ1b [Watch Experiments]: How are search results, Up-Next,
and Top 5 recommendations affected, given accounts have a
watch history?

RQ2 [Watch Experiments]: What is the effect of watch history on
the stance of misinformative content returned in various YouTube
components?
RQ3 [Search&Watch Experiments]: Howdoes the amount ofmisinfor-
mative content differ across misinformative topics?

RQ3a [Search Experiments]: Howdoesmisinformative content
present in search results of brand new accounts differ across
topics?
RQ3b [Watch Experiments]: Howdoesmisinformative content
present in search results,Up-Next, and Top 5 recommendations
of accounts having a watch history differ across topics?

We find little evidence to support that users’ age, gender and
geolocation play any significant role in amplifying misinformation
in search results or recommended videos for brand new accounts.
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On the other hand, watch history exerts a significant effect on the
amount ofmisinformation present in the search results corresponding
to the vaccine controversy topic. Watch history also significantly
affects the extent of misinformation in recommended videos (both
Up-Next and Top 5) for all five misinformative topics. Interestingly,
we observe a filter bubble effect in recommendations, where watch-
ing promotingmisinformative videos lead tomore promoting videos
in the Up-Next and Top 5 video recommendations. This filter bubble
effect for recommended content is observed for all topics, except
vaccines controversies. For the vaccine topic, while filter bubble is
not observed for the recommended videos, it exists for the search
results. Specifically, people who watch anti-vaccination videos are
presented with less misinformation in their recommendations but
more misinformation in their search results, compared to those
who watch neutral or debunking vaccine videos.

2 METHODOLOGY
We present methodology for compiling high impact misinformative
queries, design and implementation of our audit experiments and
qualitative coding scheme for determining stance of the returned
videos.

2.1 Compiling High Impact Topics and Queries
We curate a list of relevant misinformative topics by referring to
Wikipedia pages on conspiracy theories [16, 17] (e.g., 9/11, chemtrail,
pizzagate conspiracy, etc.). From this list, we exclude topics whose
“truth” value is uncertain, that is, topics for which we were either
unable to determine the mainstream perspective or the mainstream
perspective is not backed by authoritative voice or scientific research.
Next, we leverage Google Trends to identify the most popular topics
(continuously trending, high interest topics) that are searched on
YouTube by a large number of people. We discarded topics for
which no trends data was returned. Then, we compare the interest
over time plots for all remaining search topics from January 1, 2016
to December 31, 2018 and select the top 5 topics which represent
the most searched topics, resulting in our list of highly impactful
misinformative topics.

Next step is to generate search queries for all search topics which
we use in our subsequent audit experiments and data collection. We
feed seed queries representing each search topic in both YouTube
and Trends and collect top 10 suggested search queries and auto-
complete suggestions. Next, we manually removed duplicates and
replaced semantically similar queries with a single relevant query.
In total, we had 49 queries. Table 1 presents selected misinformative
search topics and a few sample search queries.

2.2 Overview of Audit Experiments
YouTube utilizes age, gender, geolocation, and watch history as
features in its recommendation system [5]. To determine if these
features amplify the amount of conspiratorial content returned to
users, we conduct a series of four audit experiments. Our audits
collect three primary YouTube components namely, search results,
Up-Next video and Top 5 recommended videos on the right of the
video page. We annotate the collected videos with stance values:
promoting, debunking, or neutral stance towards the topic. Finally,
we conduct statistical comparison tests on the annotated data.

Search Topic Seed Query Hot Cold
Sample Search

Query

9/11 conspiracy
theories

9/11 and
9/11 conspiracy Maryland Ohio

9/11 inside job
9/11 tribute

9/11 conspiracy

Chemtrail conspiracy
theory chemtrail Montana New Jersey

chemtrail
chemtrail flu
chemtrail pilot

Flat Earth flat earth Montana New Jersey flat earth proof
is the earth flat

Moon landing
conspiracy theories moon landing Ohio Georgia

moon
moon hoax

moon landing china

Vaccine controversies vaccines Montana South Carolina
anti vaccine
vaccines

vaccines revealed

Table 1: Seed query, hot & cold regions, and sample search
queries for the five misinformation search topics.

Our audit experiments control for multiple sources of noise.
Following prior search engine audit work [8], we control for browser
noise by selecting one single version of Firefox browser for all
experiments. All interactions with YouTube happened in incognito
mode to remove any noise resulting from tracked cookies or browsing
history. We also control for temporal effects by performing simulta-
neous searches. Additionally, all machines used in our experiments
had same architecture and version of operating system.

2.2.1 Search Experiments: Auditing with brand new accounts. For
our Search experiments, we conduct two experiments to test whether
demographics (age and gender) and geolocation for a new user
(with no prior history) have significant effect on proportion of
misinformative content returned by the platform.

Experiment 1: Search & Demographics (age and gender).
We consider four age groups (less than 18 years old, 18 − 34, 35-

50, and greater than 50) and two gender values (male and female)
(see Table 2). We create eight different Google accounts—2 (gender
values) X 4 (age group values)—each having a unique combination
of gender and age. We manually crafted these accounts and added
appropriate profile details (age and gender).

Implementation: Each account is managed by selenium bot. The
bot runs on a virtual machine created on Google Cloud Platform
(GCP). When testing for demographics, searches across all accounts
are performed from the same location (Mountain View, California)
to control for effect of geolocation. Each bot opens Firefox browser
in incognitomode and logs in to YouTube. Then it conducts searches
by drawing queries from the query sets of all misinformative topics.
The searches are done in sequence similar to Vincent et al’s approach
in [14]. The bot sleeps for 20minutes after every search to neutralize
the carry-over effect—noise introduced in search results from depen-
dency present in consecutive searches. We collect Search Engine

Experiment # Category Feature Tested Values

Search (Exp 1) Demographics Age <18, 18-34, 35-50, >50
Gender Male, Female

Search (Exp 2) Geolocation IP Address GA,MT,NJ,OH,SC

Watch (Exp 3) Demographics Age <18, 18-34, 35-50, >50
Gender Male, Female

Watch history Watch history Promoting, Neutral, Debunking

Watch (Exp 4) Geolocation IP Address GA,MT,NJ,OH,SC
Watch history Watch history Promoting, Neutral, Debunking

Table 2: List of user features for our audit experiments.
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Annot-
ation
Value

Stance Description Annotation Heuristics No.of
videos

Normal-
ized
Score

Sample Videos
Video Title

(Video URL, youtu.be/)

-1 debunking, mocking, disproving related
misinformation

narrative of video disputes, mocks or provides authoritative
evidence against conspiracy theories related to the topic
under audit

430 -1 (D)
Bill Maher Throws Out 9/11 Conspi-
racy Theorists On Live TV
(p80hXaM4QgU)

0 neutral & related to misinformation narrative of the video does not take any stance on conspiracy
theories related to the topic under audit 238 0 (N) The Howard Stern Show and WCBS-2

On Sept. 11 (O3LT6FMF2f8)

1 promoting, supporting, justifying, explaining
related misinformation

narrative of video promotes, supports or substantiates any
conspiratorial views related to the topic under audit 374 1 (P) 9/11 truthers attend Treason in Amer-

ica (2-7GCs-2NUg)

2 debunking, mocking, disproving unrelated
misinformation

narrative of video debunks, mocks or provides evidence again-
st a conspiratorial view related to a topic different than the
one under audit

64 -1 (D)
Did the Titanic Really Sink? The Oly-
mpic Switch Theory Debunked
(_mpLRCqQ620)

3 neutral & related to another misinformation narrative of the video does not take any stance on conspiracy
theories unrelated to the topic under audit 25 0 (N) JFK coverage 12:30pm-1:40pm

11/22/63 (pDOojsg62O0)

4 promoting, supporting, justifying, explaining
unrelated misinformation

narrative of the video promotes, supports, justifies or explains
any conspiratorial view unrelated to the topic under audit 66 -1 (P)

Mafia Boss Tells All - Jimmy Hoffa,
JFK Assassination and Much More
(__LxwaAEaL8)

5 not about misinformation video content does not contain any conspiratorial views 1667 0 (N) Former Abortionist Dr. Levatino
At Virginia Tech (dIRcw45n9RU)

6 foreign language video content in non-English language 35
translated
& re-
annotated

Las voces del 11S, documental en
Español del Canal National Geogra-
phic (7rMQu2B_3vU)

7 undefined/unknown annotators were unable to assign any of the above annotation
values to the video 9 ignored

Ahmed Mohamed’s Dad Pushes
9/11 Conspiracy
Theories Online (CTkE0Etkszc)

8 removed video removed from the platform at the time of annotation 35 ignored n/a (tpSO7i70LHw)

Table 3: Description of the annotation scale andheuristics alongwith sample YouTube videos corresponding to each annotation
value. We map our 9-point annotation scale to 3-point normalized scores with values -1 (Promoting, (P)) , 0 (Neutral, (N)) and
1 (Debunking, (D)). We have shared the list of 2,943 unique videos along with their annotation values in our online dataset.1

Results Page (SERP) for each of the 49 search queries and extract
URLs of the top 20 videos.

Experiment 2: Search & Geolocation
To study the effect of geolocation, we need to identify physical

locations corresponding to each search topic fromwhere automated
YouTube searcheswill be performed.Wemake use of Google Trend’s
interest by sub-region feature to shortlist locations that have the
highest (hot region) or lowest (cold region) interest corresponding
to each topic under audit investigation. We select one hot and one
cold sub-region for each search topic based on its availability on the
list of active working nodes in geographically dispersed machines,
called Planet-Lab [11]. Table 1 shows the selected hot and cold
sub-regions across all topics.

Implementation: For each search topic, we run two selenium bots,
each corresponding to a hot or cold geolocation. These bots connect
to Planet-Labmachines deployed in the hot and cold regions for that
misinformative topic through ssh tunneling. After searching every
query, bot saves the SERP. Later, we scrape all SERPs and extract
top 20 video URLs. After completion of both search experiments
(demographics and geolocation), we collected 848 unique videos.

2.2.2 Watch Experiments. The goal of ourWatch experiments is to
examine the effect that user’s watch history exerts on the amount
of misinformation presented to the user in both YouTube’s search
and video pages. The experimental setup comprises of two phases,
1) watch and 2) search. The watch phase builds the watch history of
every Google account followed by the search phase that conducts
searches on YouTube.

Experiment 3: Watch & Demographics. The aim of this exper-
iment is to test the effects in the presence of user’s watch history.We

1https://social-comp.github.io/YouTubeAudit-data/

build history of new user accounts by automatically making them
watch videos that are either all debunking, neutral or promoting
the particular misinformative topic under audit investigation. We
create three sets of 2 (gender values) X 4 (age group values) Google
accounts to audit each misinformative topic where each set watches
20 videos from each of the three stances. We select 20 most popular
videos for each of themisinformative topics. Popularity is calculated
as the engagement accumulated by the video at the time of our
experimental runs. It is the sum of view, like, dislike, favourite and
comment count received by the video.

Implementation: Our Watch experiment for studying the effects
of demographics is similar to our Search experiment runs. The
only difference being that accounts build their watch history by
watching, in its entirety, 20 popular videos from a particular stance
set (all having the same stance in a set) before conducting any
search operation on YouTube.

Experiment 4:Watch&Geolocation.The aim of this experiment
is to test the effect of hot and cold geolocations on the amount of
misinformation presented to the users in YouTube, given that each
user has a watch history. Similar to the previousWatch experiment,
the history is created by making each account watch YouTube
videos of a particular stance. We create three sets of two Google
accounts, each corresponding to a hot or cold region. The three
sets build their watch histories following the same steps as in
experiment 3.

Implementation: For each search topic, we run six selenium bots,
three for hot and three for cold geolocations. After building their
watch histories, the bot runs in a similar fashion as experiment
2—Search & Geolocation.

https://social-comp.github.io/YouTubeAudit-data/
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Feature Topic Stance Comp. Test Mean Diff

Age Flat Earth N Top5 KW H(3, 800)=18.28,
p=0.0004

50 or older <all
other age groups
(post-hoc)

Vaccines
controv. N Top5 KW H(3,799)=24.65,

p=1.8e-05

age 18-34 <all
other age groups
(post-hoc)

Gender

Flat Earth N Top5 MW U=74659, p=0.004 M >F

MW U=3612, p=6.6e-07 M (50 or older) >
F (50 or older)

Moon
Landing N Up-Next MW U=2720, p=0.03 F >M

Vaccines
controv.

N Top5 MW U=4068, p=0.002 M (age 35-50) >
F (age 35-50)

MW U=76206.5, p=0.02 M >F

P
Top5 MW U=4443, p=0.01 M (age 18-34) >

F (age 18-34)

Up-Next MW U=2880, p=0.04 M >F

MW U=120, p=0.002 M (age 18-34) >
F (age 18-34)

Geo-
location

Moon
Landing P Top5 MW U=4137.5, p=0.02 Hot >Cold

Table 4: RQ1b:Watch experiment results for demographics
and geolocations, given accounts have built watch history
after watching promoting (P), neutral (N) or debunking
(D) videos. Mean corresponds to normalized scores for
the annotated videos. Higher values indicate that accounts
receivemore promoting videos. For example, M (50 or older)
>F (50 or older) indicates that males who are 50 or older and
whowatch neutral flat earth videos receivemore promoting
videos in their Top 5 than females of the same age group.

2.3 Annotating our Data Collection
Through our audit experiments, we collected a total of 56,475
videos with 2,943 unique videos. We used an iteratively developed
qualitative coding scheme to label our video collection. The process
resulted in a scale comprising 9 different annotation values: −1 to 7.
This 9-point scale gives a microscopic view of the kinds of videos a
user is exposed to when she searches for a misinformative topic.
For example, the videos could either promote, discuss or debunk the
misinformative topic being searched, or it could discuss a different
misinformative topic—a topic that the user never searched for.

Table 3 enlists annotation values with description and examples.
For downstream analysis, we map our 9-point granular scale to a 3-
point normalized scorewith values of−1, 0, and 1. The normalization
process puts videos that contain any type ofmisinformation, whether
related or unrelated to the searched topic, under the same bucket.
Annotation values of 2, 3, and 4 aremapped to -1, 0, and 1, respectively,
while 5 and 6 are treated as neutral (see Table 3). We discard videos
coded as 7 and 8, since annotators were either unable to identify
their stance (value: 7) or the video was removed from the platform
(value: 8). In total, we annotated 2,943 unique videos with 501, 1980,
and 462 videos marked as -1, 0, and 1.

3 RESULTS
In this section, we analyze our collected and annotated audit data
to investigate our research questions. Recall that, among the three
YouTube components (search results,Up-Next, and Top 5 recommenda-
tions), we can only collect search results for Search experiments.
On the other hand, we collect all three components for Watch
experiments. A test of normality reveals that our data is not normally
distributed and our samples have unequal sizes. Hence, we opt for

non-parametric tests. For all pairwise comparisons, we use Mann-
Whitney U test. To perform multiple comparisons, we use Kruskal
Wallis ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey HSD2.

3.1 RQ1: Effect of demographics & geolocation
In the first research question, we investigate the effect of demograph-
ics and geolocation on the amount of misinformation returned in
various YouTube components for both brand new accounts and
accounts that have build their watch history.
RQ1a [Search experiments]: How are search results affected
for brand new accounts?We find no significant effect for gender
(Mann-WhitneyU = 7247667.0, p>0.48), age (KruskalWallis H(3,7616)
= 0.00888, p>0.99), and geolocation (Mann-Whitney U=471803.0,
p>0.496) demonstrating that demographics and geolocation do not
have an impact on the amount of misinformation returned in search
results for new users.
RQ1b [Watch experiments]: How are search results,Up-Next,
and Top 5 recommendations affected, given accounts have a
watch history?We find that age has a significant effect for only
two comparisons (refer Table 4), whereas gender has a significant
effect for five comparisons involving certain combinations of search
topics, watch stance, and YouTube components. In all but one
significant comparisons, men receive more misinformation than
females. For example, male accounts who watch neutral vaccination
videos receive more promoting videos in their Top 5 recommenda-
tions than female accounts that watch the same videos. Geo-location
has a significant effect only for the Top 5 recommendations ofmoon
landing topic. Table 4 presents all the significant results.

3.2 RQ2: Effect of watch history
Watch history has a significant effect on the amount of misinforma-
tion present in search results of only vaccine controversies topic
(Kruskal Wallis H(2,6517)=6.2953, p=0.0429). Post-hoc tests reveal
that accounts that watch promoting anti-vaccination videos receive
more promoting videos in their search results compared to those
who watch neutral or debunking vaccination videos. Watch history
also has significant effects on stance of misinformative videos
presented in Top 5 (KruskalWallis H(2,14740)=9.4235, p=0.0089) and
Up-Next video recommendations (KruskalWallis H(2,2963)=10.2932,
p=0.00581) when all topics are considered together. Post-hoc tests
show that accounts that watch promoting videos receive more
promoting results in both Up-Next and Top 5 compared to those
who watch either neutral or debunking videos. The effect of watch
history for both these components is significant for all topics indivi-
dually too. We discuss the post-hoc test results for vaccine controver-
sies. Accounts that watch promoting anti-vaccination videos receive
more debunking videos in their Top 5 (KruskalWallis H(2,2999)=48.54,
p=2.9e-11) and Up-Next (Kruskal Wallis H(2,600)=66.86, p=3.0e-15)
components. This finding can be attributed to YouTube’s initiative
to reduce the recommendations of anti-vaccination videos. It is
important to note that while recommendations of such videos
have decreased, a filter bubble still exists with respect to the search
results—people who watch promoting anti-vaccination videos were

2Tukey HSD adjusts p-values automatically, thus controlling family-wise error rate
for multiple comparisons.
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Figure 1: RQ3: Percentages of video stances for each topic.

Component Topic Test
Mean Diff
(post-hoc)

Search Results Vaccines controv. KW H(2,6517)=6.2953, p=0.04 P >N & P >D

Top5

All KW H(2,14740)=9.42, p=0.009 P >N & P >D
9/11 consp. KW H(2,2911)=186.68, p=2.9e-41 P >N & P >D
Chemtrails consp. KW H(2,2845)=73.20, p=1.31e-16 P >N & N >D
Flat Earth KW H(2,2980)=49.18, p=2.18e-11 N >P & D >P
Moon Landing consp. KW H(2,3005)=17.18, p=0.0002 P >N & D >N
Vaccines controv. KW H(2,2999)=48.54, p=2.9e-11 N >P & D >P

Up-Next

All KW H(2,2963)=10.29, p=0.006 P >N
9/11 consp. theories KW H(2,487)=60.12, p=8.8e-14 P >N & P >D
Chemtrails consp. KW H(2,570)=16.12, p=0.0003 P >D
Flat Earth KW H(2,600)=26.29, p=1.96e-06 P >D & D >N
Moon Landing consp. KW (2,606)=5.99, p=0.049 D >N
Vaccines controv. KW H(2,600)=66.86, p=3.0e-15 D >N >P

Table 5: RQ2: Analyzing watch history effects on the
three YouTube components. P, N, and D are means
of the normalized scores of videos presented (via the
YouTube components) to accounts that have built their
watch histories by viewing promoting (P), neutral (N), and
debunking (D) videos, respectively. For example, P > N
indicates that accounts that watched promoting videos
received more misinformation (or more promoting videos)
compared to accounts that watched neutral videos.

presented with more promoting content. Table 5 lists the results
for the remaining topic comparisons.

3.3 RQ3: Across topic differences
In RQ3 we investigate whether misinformative content presented
to users differ across misinformative topics.
RQ3a [Search experiments]: How does misinformative cont-
ent present in search results of brand new accounts differ
across topics? Figure 1a shows proportion of promoting, neutral,
and debunking videos across all topics in Search experiments. We
find that misinformation significantly differs among topics (Kruskal
Wallis H(4,1943)=467.29, p < 7.9e-100). Post-hoc comparisons reveal
that chemtrail conspiracy theory topic harbors significantly more
misinformative search results compared to all other topics. Figure
1a also demonstrates the largest amount of promoting videos in the
chemtrails topic.

RQ3b [Watch experiments]: How does misinformative cont-
ent present in search results,Up-Next, andTop 5 recommenda-
tions of accounts having awatch history differ across topics?

Figure 1b, 1d and 1c show the proportion of promoting, neutral, and
debunking videos across all topics collected from search results, Up-
Next and Top 5 recommendations respectively inWatch experiments.
Statistical test shows that topics have a significant effect on the
amount ofmisinformation present in search results,Up-Next (Kruskal
Wallis H(4,2963)=375, p < 6.7e-80), and Top 5 recommended videos
(KruskalWallis H(4,14740)=390.6, p < 2.9e-83). Post-hoc comparisons
using Tukey HSD reveal that chemtrail conspiracy theories has
significantly more misinformation in its search results compared
to all other topics (also observable from Figure 1b). On the other
hand, the amount of misinformation present in Up-Next and Top 5
recommendations for 9/11 conspiracy theory topic is significantly
more than other topics. This is also evident from Figures 1c and 1d.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we conducted two sets of audit experiments on YouTube
platform to empirically determine the effect of personalization
attributes on the amount of misinformation prevalent in YouTube
searches and recommendations. We found that personalization
affects the amount of misinformation in recommendations once
the user develops a watch history indicating a misinformation bias
in the recommendations. Complete eradication of misinformation
bias from YouTube recommendations requires time and significant
resources. In the interim, YouTube can take several steps to tackle
the problem of misinformation on its platform. It can begin by
giving priority to monitoring certain misinformative topics that
have a wider negative impact on society. Our work itself suggests a
technique to curate such misinformative topics that are perennial,
popular, and searched by a large number of people. Misinformative
content belonging to the selected impactful topics can be filtered,
fact-checked, and accordingly censored from the platform.

Our audits also suggest variability in YouTube’s behavior towards
certain misinformative topics—an indication of a reactive strategy
of dealing with misinformation.We recommend the platform to also
proactively reveal the workings of its algorithm. For example, users
can be told “you are recommended video A because you viewed
videos C and D”.

Overall, our audit methodologies can be used for investigating
other search engines for misinformative search results and recomm-
endations. We believe such audit studies will inform the need for
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building search engines that retrieve and present results ranked
according to both relevance and credibility.
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